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E. Csuhaj-Varj�u, J. Dassow, M. Holzer On A Competene Based Cooperation Strategy1 IntrodutionCooperating distributed grammar systems (CD grammar systems, for short) are dis-tributed models of language whih an be onsidered as syntati frameworks for theblakboard arhitetures known from the theory of ooperative distributed problemsolving [2℄. A blakboard arhiteture onsists of several autonomous agents whihjointly solve a problem in turn, in suh way that the agents have aess to a globaldatabase, alled the blakboard, whih stores information on the atual state of theproblem solution and the problem solving proess. The problem is solved by modify-ing the ontents of the blakboard step by step. Furthermore, the blakboard is theonly mean of ommuniation among the agents. A ooperating distributed grammarsystem is a onstrut, where several grammars jointly generate words of a language,in turn, in suh way that any moment of time one grammar is allowed to performa derivation step on the atual sentential form. This grammar is seleted aordingto the ooperation protool of the grammars in the system, to the so-alled deriva-tion mode or ooperation strategy. The reader an easily observe that the grammarsorrespond to the agents, the sentential form in generation orresponds to the blak-board, and the generated language represents the set of possible problem solutions.The idea of ooperating grammars dates bak to 1978, when Meersman and Rozen-berg [8℄, motivated by the theory of two-level grammars, introdued this term, but ithas only been extensively and intensively explored after Csuhaj-Varj�u and Dassow [2℄introdued the notion in a more general form, namely, as a ooperating/distributedgrammar system, and related that to the above onepts of distributed arti�ialintelligene, to the blakboard arhitetures. The interested reader an �nd furtherinformation in [3℄ and [6℄. An on-line annotated bibliography on the area an befound at [4℄, see http://www.sztaki.hu/mms/bib.html.Aording to the ooperation protool in [8℄, a omponent grammar of the sys-tem is allowed to derive the sentential form if it is able to replae any nonterminalourrene in this string. This strategy was later alled sf -mode of derivation [1℄.If this property does not hold anymore, another grammar should ontinue the gen-eration. In [2℄ another derivation mode was introdued and examined, alled thet-mode of derivation, where a grammar is allowed to start with the generation if it isable to perform at least one derivation step and it must ontinue the derivation untilthis property holds. If the grammar is not able to exeute any derivation step onthe urrent string anymore and the string is not a terminal word, another grammarmust ontinue the derivation. If suh grammar does not exist, the derivation stopswithout generating a terminal word. It is easy to see that both strategies are basedon a property of the grammar that is related to the urrent sentential form, namely,on its ability of replaing a nonterminal ourrene in that. We also an say thata grammar is ompetent on the sentential form if it is able to rewrite at least onenonterminal ourrene in this string. Thus, aording to the derivation mode ofMeersman and Rozenberg [8℄ a grammar is allowed to work on the sentential form ifit is ompletely ompetent on the string (the agent is able to ontribute to the solu-tion of any open subproblem), and the derivation mode of Csuhaj-Varj�u and Dassow[2℄ requires that after starting its work, the grammar ontinues the derivation untilit is not ompetent anymore, that is, the agent ontributes with its full ompetene2



E. Csuhaj-Varj�u, J. Dassow, M. Holzer On A Competene Based Cooperation Strategyto the problem solving proess. It has turned out, that the �rst ooperation strat-egy, based on the omplete ompetene of the grammars, is more powerful thanthe other one, these grammar systems with ontext-free omponents determine thelass of programmed languages with appearane heking, while the other derivationmode, the t-mode of derivation leads to the power of ET0L systems.In this paper we ontinue the above line of examinations, namely, we introdueand study ontext-free CD grammar systems with another ooperation strategy,based on the ompetene level of the grammars, alled the max-mode of derivation.In this ase, a grammar is allowed to start the derivation of the sentential form ifits ompetene level on the string is greater than or equal to the ompetene levelof any of the other grammars and it must ontinue the generation until it does nothave this property anymore. The idea behind the onept is to know whether or notit is a reasonable strategy if any moment of time the agent that ontributes to theproblem solving is one of the most ompetent ones.We proved that the language lass generated by these onstrutions (without�-rules) is inluded in the lass of programmed languages with appearane heking,that is, any language whih an be obtained by a ontext-free CD grammar systemwith the max-mode of derivation an be obtained with the sf -mode of derivation,that is, ooperation based on maximal ompetene level is at most as powerful asooperation based on omplete ompetene. The question whether this relation isproper or not is open. Moreover, we showed that if we restrit the lass of languagesgenerated by ontext-free CD grammar systems in the max-mode of derivation tothat of with �nite index, then we obtain exatly the lass of programmed languageswith �nite index. This result means that if the number of open subproblems isbounded by a �nite number at any stage of the problem solving proess based onthe max-mode ooperation strategy, then this proess an be programmed only byusing \if-then" rules.Furthermore, although we do not know in full details the relation of the lassof ET0L languages and the lass of languages of ontext-free CD grammar systemsworking in themax-mode of derivation, we prove that a known sublass of the ET0Llanguage lass, namely, the lass of Russian parallel languages is stritly inludedin the language lass of the above CD grammar systems. This result demonstratesthat there are ases when the ooperation strategy based on the full ompetene ofthe omponents and the ooperation strategy based on seleting a grammar whihis one of the most ompetent ones among the omponents are equally powerful. Wealso demonstrate here an example for a non-ET0L language generated by these CDgrammar systems, and thus we prove that these onstrutions determine languagesthat annot be generated under the full ompetene strategy.2 PreliminariesThroughout the paper we assume that the reader is familiar with formal languagetheory. For further information onsult [3, 7, 10℄.The set of nonempty words over an alphabet V is denoted by V +, if the emptystring, �; is inluded, then we use notation V �: A set of strings L � V � is said to be3



E. Csuhaj-Varj�u, J. Dassow, M. Holzer On A Competene Based Cooperation Strategya language over V:For a string w 2 V �, we denote the length of w by jwj, and for a set of symbolsU � V we denote by jwjU the number of ourrenes of letters U in w:For a �nite language L; the number of strings in L is denoted by ard(L):We speify a ontext-free grammar by G = (N;T; P; S), where N is the set ofnonterminals, T is the set of terminals, P is the set of ontext-free produtionsand S is the start symbol. We use the notation dom(P ) for the set fA 2 N jthere is a prodution A! � 2 Pg:Throughout the paper, we shall use the following variants of ontext-free gram-mars with regulated rewriting. For details we refer to [5℄.By a ontext-free programmed grammar with appearane heking we mean aquadruple G = (N;T; P; S); where N and T are the set of nonterminals and theset of terminals, respetively, as in the ase of ontext-free grammars, S is the startsymbol, and P is a �nite set of rules of the form (r : A ! �; �(r); �(r)); whereA ! � is a ontext-free prodution over N [ T , the ore prodution of the rulelabelled by r, and �(r) and �(r) are two sets of labels of suh ore rules.A diret derivation step u =)G v in G is as follows: Either the ore rule of somerule (r : A ! �; �(r);  (r)) an be applied to obtain v from u and then we use thenext rule from the set of produtions labelled with �(r) or A! � annot be appliedand then we pass on to a rule with a label from  (r) in the next step. If  (r) isthe empty set for any rule in P , then we speak about a ontext-free programmedgrammar (without appearane heking).By a ontext-free Russian parallel grammar we mean a quadrupleG = (N;T; P; S)whose omponents are de�ned as in a ontext-free grammar and the set P is dividedinto two disjoint sets, P1 and P2. The diret derivation relation u =)G v is de�nedas follows: Either u = u1A1u2; v = u1�u2; where u1; u2 2 (N [ T )�; A 2 N; andA ! � 2 P1; or u = u1Au2 : : : unAun+1; n � 1; v = u1�u2 : : : un�un+1; whereu1u2 : : : unun+1 is in (N [ T n fAg)�; A 2 N; and A! � is in P2:If P1 is the empty set, then we speak of an (ontext-free) Indian parallel grammar.Obviously, an empty set P2 de�nes the ustomary ontext-free grammar.We also will refer to the notion of an ET0L system (an ET0L grammar). AnET0L system is an n+3-tupleG = (N;T; P1; : : : ; Pn; S); with n � 1, whereN ,T; andS are de�ned as in the ase of ontext-free grammars, that is, the set of nonterminals,terminals, and the start symbol, and Pi; for 1 � i � n; is a omplete set of ontext-free produtions over (N [ T )�: This means that for any symbol X 2 (N [ T ),theprodution set Pi has a rule withX being on its left-hand side. The diret derivationin an ET0L system G is de�ned as follows: For two strings x = x1 : : : xr; y =y1 : : : ; yr; r � 1; xi 2 (N [ T ); yi 2 (N [ T )�; 1 � i � r; we say that x diretlyderives y, denoted by x =)G y; if xi ! yi 2 Pj holds for 1 � i � r; for some j;1 � j � r:If no onfusion an arise, we may omit the subsript G from the above notations=)G :For a grammar G; of the above types, L(G) denotes the language generated byG: Finally, we de�ne restrited variants of the above language generating meh-anisms, alled grammars with �nite index. For details the reader should onsult4



E. Csuhaj-Varj�u, J. Dassow, M. Holzer On A Competene Based Cooperation Strategy[5℄. Let G be a grammar of arbitrary type, and let N; T; S be its nonterminalalphabet, terminal alphabet and start symbol, respetively. For a derivationd : S = w1 =) w2 =) : : : =) wr = w 2 T �aording to G; we set Ind(d;G) = maxfjwijN j 1 � i � rg;and, for w 2 T �; we de�neInd(w;G) = minfInd(d;G) j d is a derivation for w in Gg:The index of the grammar G is de�ned asInd(G) = supfInd(w;G) j w 2 L(G)g:For a language L in the family of languages generated by grammars of some typeX; we de�ne IndX(L) = inffInd(G) j L(G) = L;G 2 Xg:When no danger of onfusion turns out, then subsript X an be omitted.For a language family L(X), we setLn(X) = fL j L 2 L(X); IndX (L) � ng; n � 1;Lfin(X) = [n�1Ln(X):Now we introdue some notations.We denote the lass of ontext-free languages by L(CF ), the lass of ET0Llanguages by L(ET0L); and the lass of reursively enumerable languages by L(RE):If no �-rules are allowed, then we denote the lass of languages of Indian parallel,Russian parallel, programmed, programmed with appearane heking grammars byL(IP (CF )); L(RP (CF )); L(PR(CF )), and L(PRa(CF )); respetively. If �-rulesare allowed in the ase of these grammars, we replae (CF ) with (CF; �) for in thenotation of the orresponding language lass. If we would like to refer to both ases,then, we write (CF; [�℄) instead of (CF ): If the �nite index restrition is applied, thenwe write Lfin instead of L. We use analogously the notations L(ET0L); L(ET0L; �);and L(ET0L; [�℄): We note that L(CF ) = L(CF; �) and L(ET0L) = L(ET0L; �):The following relations are well-known among the above lasses of languages [5℄:1. L(CF ) � L(RP (CF )) � L(ET0L) � L(PRa(CF; [�℄));2. L(IP (CF )) � L(RP (CF ));3. L(IP (CF )) and L(CF ) are inomparable,4. L(PR(CF; [�℄)) � L(PRa(CF; [�℄)); and L(PRa(CF; �)) = L(RE);5



E. Csuhaj-Varj�u, J. Dassow, M. Holzer On A Competene Based Cooperation Strategy5. L(RP (CF; [�℄)) � L(PRa(CF; �));6. L(RP (CF )) and L(PR(CF )) are inomparable.7. Lfin(PR(CF )) = Lfin(PRa(CF ));8. Lfin(PR(CF )) = Lfin(PR(CF; �));9. Lfin(RP (CF )) � Lfin(PR(CF )):Languages demonstrating the 6. relation are L1 = fanbnn j n � 1g =2 L(RP (CF; [�℄))and L2 = fa2n j n � 1g =2 L(PR(CF )): (See [7℄ for details.)3 De�nitionsIn the following we introdue the notion of a ontext-free CD grammar system wherethe omponents ooperate aording to a derivation strategy whih is based on theompetene level of the omponent grammars in rewriting, related to the urrentstring in generation.De�nition 3.1 Let G = (N;T; P; S) be a ontext-free grammar and let w 2 (N [T )�: We say that prodution set P is of ompetene level k on w; k � 0; if jdom(P )\alphN (w)j = k holds.Throughout, for denoting P with ompetene level k on w, we use notationlev(P;w) = k:In other words, prodution set P is of ompetene level k on w if there are exatlyk di�erent nonterminals of G with an ourrene in w suh that these symbols anbe rewritten by a prodution in P . If lev(P;w) � 1; then we say P is ompetent onw: If k = 0, then either the prodution set is not ompetent on the string having atleast one nonterminal ourrene or the string is a terminal word.Now we reall the notion of a ontext-free CD grammar system aording to [6℄.By a ontext-free CD grammar system we mean an n+ 3-tuple � = (N;T; P1;: : : ; Pn; S); n � 1; where N; T , S are the set of nonterminals, the set of terminals andthe start symbol, as in the ase of ontext-free grammars, and Pi; with 1 � i � n;are �nite sets of ontext-free produtions over (N [ T ), alled the omponents ofthe system. Observe that the quadruple Gi = (N;T; Pi; S); for 1 � i � n, withN;T; Pi; S as above, is a grammar, therefore we an also speak about a omponentgrammar or a grammar of a CD grammar system.For two sentential forms, u and v over (N [ T )�, we say v is diretly derived(derived) from u in � by a omponent Pi; 1 � i � n; denoted by u =)Pi v (u =)�Piv), if v is generated from u by a diret derivation step (by a derivation) usingprodution set Pi.When jointly generating terminal words from the start symbol, the omponentgrammars of the CD grammar system an follow di�erent strategies for ooperation.In the following we introdue a ooperation strategy whih is based on the om-petene level of the omponents with respet to the atual string in generation.6



E. Csuhaj-Varj�u, J. Dassow, M. Holzer On A Competene Based Cooperation StrategyDe�nition 3.2 Let � = (N;T; P1; : : : Pn; S); with n � 1; be a ontext-free CD gram-mar system and let u 2 (N [ T )�: We say that omponent Pi; for 1 � i � n; is amost ompetent one on u among the omponents of �; if lev(Pi; u) � lev(Pj ; u)holds for eah omponent Pj ; where 1 � j � n:Now we de�ne a derivation mode for CD grammar systems where the grammars workunder the following ooperation strategy: at any step of the derivation there is noomponent having greater ompetene on the atual sentential form than the ativeomponent and the grammar remains ative until it does not have this propertyanymore.De�nition 3.3 Let � = (N;T; P1; : : : Pn; S); n � 1; be a ontext-free CD grammarsystem and let d : S = w0 =)�Pj1 w1 =)�Pj2 : : : wr�1 =)�Pjr wr = w;r � 1; w 2 T �; wi 2 (N [ T )�; 1 � i � r + 1, j1; : : : ; jr 2 f1; : : : ; ng be a derivationin �:We say that d is a derivation in the max-mode in � or a max-mode derivationin � if the following hold:� Let wi = wi;0 =)Pji wi;1 =)Pji : : : =)Pji wi;si = wi+1; 1 � i � r; si � 1be a subderivation of d. Then, lev(Pji ; wi;k) � lev(Pl; wi;k); 1 � l � n;0 � k � si�1; and� lev(Pji ; wi+1) < lev(Pji+1 ; wi+1); 1 � i � r � 1:That is, when a omponent Pji , 1 � i � r; starts deriving word wi�1; then itsompetene level on wi�1 must be greater than or equal to the ompetene level ofthe other omponent grammars and Pji stops with the derivation when it does nothave this property anymore.De�nition 3.4 Let � = (N;T; P1; : : : Pn; S); with n � 1; be a ontext-free CD gram-mar system. The language Lmax(�), alled the language of max-derivations of �, isde�ned asLmax(�) = fw 2 T � j d : S =)� w; d is a max� derivation in �g:We demonstrate the notion with an example.Example 3.1 Let � = (N;T; P1; P2; P3; S) be a CD grammar system de�ned asfollows: N = fA;B;A0; B0g; T = fa; b; g; andP1 = fA! A0; B ! B0; S ! ABg;P2 = fA0 ! aAb;B0 ! Bg;P3 = fA0 ! ab;B0 ! g:
7



E. Csuhaj-Varj�u, J. Dassow, M. Holzer On A Competene Based Cooperation StrategyThen Lmax(�) = fanbnn j n � 1g: This an be seen as follows. The derivationstarts with applying prodution S ! AB of omponent P1; sine it is the only om-petent omponent in the system. Then, P1 still remains a most ompetent one, thus,either AB =) A0B or AB =) AB0 follows. At this moment, any prodution setis at the same level of ompetene on A0B or AB0, namely, eah omponent is ableto perform only one replaement, thus, the derivation will still be ontinued by P1,leading to sentential form A0B0 in both ases. Then, either omponent P2 or P3 anontinue the derivation. Suppose that the derivation is ontinued by P2, the ase ofP3 is treated analogously. Now, either A0 is replaed by aAb or B0 with B; bothases result in a situation when eah omponent will be on equal ompetene level onthe string. Then, as in the previous ase, P2 ontinues the derivation and generatesaAbB. Thus, again, omponent P1 an be ative on the sentential form. Repeatingthis proedure as many times as it is neessary and using omponent P3 in the �nalphase, we obtain the language above.The above language is a non-ontext-free ontext-sensitive language that annoteven be generated by a Russian parallel grammar [5℄.Finally, we introdue some notations.Notation 1 The lass of languages generated by ontext-free CD grammar systemswithout �-rules in the max-mode of derivation is denoted by L(CDmax(CF )): If �-rules are allowed, then we replae CF by CF; � in the notation, if we would like torefer to both ases, then we write CF; [�℄ instead of CF . Furthermore, if we onsiderthe sublass obtained by the �nite index restrition, that is, the lass of languagesof ontext-free CD grammar systems working in the max-mode of derivation with�nite index, then we write Lfin instead of L:4 Generative apaityIn this setion we deal with the generative power of ontext-free CD grammar sys-tems working in the max-mode of derivation. We show that the lass of languagesgenerated by these systems stritly inludes the lass of Russian parallel languagesand we demonstrate how programmed grammars with appearane heking simu-late the working of these onstrutions. Moreover, we prove that if we apply the�nite index restrition, then the obtained language lass is the lass of languagesof programmed grammars with �nite index. We also demonstrate an example for anon-ET0L language generated by these CD grammar systems.Theorem 4.1 L(RP (CF; [�℄)) � L(CDmax(CF; �)):Proof. Let G = (N;T; P; S) be a Russian parallel grammar with P = P1 [ P2;where P1 is the set of produtions applied in the ustomary ontext-free mannerand P2 ontains the rules that are applied in the same way as in the ase of Indianparallel grammars. (Note that any of P1 and P2 an be the empty set.) Supposethat the produtions in P are uniquely labelled and let us denote by Lab(P ) the8



E. Csuhaj-Varj�u, J. Dassow, M. Holzer On A Competene Based Cooperation Strategyset of these labels. We onstrut a CD grammar system � = (N 0; T; P1; : : : ; Pl; S);with l � 1; whih, in the max-mode of derivation, generates L(G): N 0 will onsistof letters of N and some new symbols as follows. For eah prodution r : A ! �in P1; where A 2 N; � 2 (N [ T )�; r is the label of the prodution, we introduenew nonterminals, A0r; A00r ; and for eah prodution s : B ! � in P2, where B 2 N;� 2 (N [ T )�; s is the label of the prodution, we introdue a new nonterminal Bs:Furthermore, we add a further new nonterminal, F , alled the trap symbol, to thenonterminal set.Components of � are de�ned in the following way.For any prodution r : A ! � in P1; where A 2 N; � 2 (N [ T )�; and r is thelabel of the prodution, � has two omponents, namely, fA ! A0rA00rg and fA0r !�;A00r ! �g [ fCq ! F jq 2 Lab(P ); q : C !  2 P;C 2 N;  2 (N [ T )�; q 6= rg:For any prodution s : B ! � in P2; where B is a nonterminal, � is a string in(N [ T )�; and s is the label of the prodution, � has two omponents fB ! Bsgand fBs ! �g [ fCq ! F jq 2 Lab(P ); q : C !  2 P;C 2 N;  2 (N [ T )�; q 6= sg:We prove that � simulates the derivations in G: Suppose that at some stage ofthe derivation in � the atual sentential form is u; where u 2 (N [ T )�: (Whenstarting the derivation with S, this is exatly the ase.)At this moment any omponent of the form fC ! g with an ourrene of Cin u, where C 2 N;  2 (N 0 �N)+, an be ative, sine these omponents are themost ompetent grammars among the grammars of the system, namely, they areof ompetene level one. Let us hoose nondeterministially one of them. Supposethat this omponent is of the form fC ! C 0rC 00r g, that is, it was onstruted to aprodution r : C !  in P1, to be applied in the ontext-free manner in G. The nextomponent to be applied must be fC 0r ! ;C 00r ! �g [ fAq ! F jq 2 Lab(P ); q :A ! � 2 P;A 2 N;� 2 (N [ T )�; q 6= rg; sine its ompetene is two. Then, thisomponent rewrites C 0r to  and anels C 00r , and thus, simulates the exeution ofthe prodution Cr !  in the ontext-free manner. If the sentential form u intendedto be derived further by omponent fC ! C 0rC 00r g ontains an indexed nonterminal,say, Aq; then, the omponent applied after this omponent introdues at least oneourrene of the trap symbol F and the derivation will never lead to a terminalword.Suppose now that to ontinue the derivation from u; a omponent of the formfC ! Csg is seleted, that was onstruted to prodution s : C !  in P2, tobe applied in G in the Indian parallel manner. Then, this omponent replaes allourrenes of C in u with Cs, and �nishes its ativity. To ontinue the deriva-tion, there are the following possibilities: A omponent fCs ! g [ fAq ! F jq 2Lab(P ); q : A ! � 2 P;A 2 N;� 2 (N [ T )�; q 6= sg will be ative and it replaesall ourrenes of Cs in the new string with , thus, simulates the appliation ofprodution s : C !  in G in the Indian parallel manner.Or, a omponent, fA! A0rA00rg, with ompetene level one, that was onstrutedfor the simulation of the appliation of a ontext-free rule in P1, will be ative. Ifthis is the ase, then, at the next step omponent fA0r ! �;A00r ! �g[fCq ! F jq 2Lab(P ); q : C !  2 P;C 2 N;  2 (N[T )�; q 6= rg has to be seleted, and then, thetrap symbol F will be introdued for replaing at least one ourrene of Cs; and thus, the derivation never will end in a terminal word. Analogously, if after applying om-9



E. Csuhaj-Varj�u, J. Dassow, M. Holzer On A Competene Based Cooperation Strategyponent fC ! Csg, another omponent fB ! Brg, introdued for simulating a pro-dution applied in the Indian parallel manner, is exeuted, then the derivation in thenext step will introdue a trap symbol in the sentential form. In this ase either om-ponent fCs ! g[fAq ! F jq 2 Lab(P ); q : A! � 2 P;A 2 N;� 2 (N[T )�; q 6= sgor omponent fBr ! �g [ fAq ! F jq 2 Lab(P ); q : A ! � 2 P;A 2 N;� 2(N [ T )�; q 6= rg has to be applied, sine they both are at ompetene level atleast two. But any of these two ases would lead to the introdution of symbol F .By the above explanations we an see that the sequene of the ative omponentsin the derivations whih lead to a terminal word in � follows the sequene of theapplied rules in a terminating derivation in G; that is, if a rule p in a suessfulderivation of G is applied, then in the simulating derivation in � the two ompo-nents onstruted for p are and must be applied after eah other in the appropriateorder. Moreover, the terminating derivations in G and only that are simulated bythe terminating derivations in � in a orret manner, that is, L(G) = L(�) holds.Thus, L(RP (CF; [�)℄) � L(CDmax(CF; �)): Beause of Example 1, the inlusion isproper. Hene the result follows.Corollary 4.1 L(IP (CF; [�℄)) � L(CDmax(CF; [�℄)).It is known that the lass of Russian parallel languages is stritly inluded in thelass of ET0L languages [5℄. The following statement demonstrates that CD gram-mar systems working in the max-mode of derivation are able to generate languagesoutside from the ET0L language lass. Notie that L(ET0L) = L(ET0L; �):Theorem 4.2 L(CDmax(CF )) n L(ET0L) 6= ;:Proof. To prove the statement, we onstrut a CD grammar system � whih, inthe max-mode of derivation, generates a non-ET0L language. To help the legibility,we list only the omponents of the system; the nonterminal set and the terminal setof � an easily be determined by these produtions. In the following, apital lettersdenote nonterminals and small letters denote terminals. The system starts its workfrom axiom S:The produtions sets of � are de�ned as follows:P1 = fS ! ASB;S ! ABg; P2 = fB ! B0bg;P3 = fB0 ! Bbg; P4 = fA! A1A2g;P5 = fA1 ! ;A2 ! ;B ! B0bg; P6 = fA1 ! ;A2 ! ;B0 ! Bbg;P7 = fB ! Cg; P8 = fB0 ! Cg;P9 = fA! F;C ! ag:We show that L = L(�) = f2n(abs)n j s � n � 1g: Then, by applying homomor-phism h : fa; b; g ! fa; b; g, de�ned by h(a) = a; h(b) = b; h() = �; we obtainh(L(�)) = f(abs)n j s � n � 1g; and this language is not an ET0L language [5, 9℄.Sine ET0L languages are losed under homomorphisms [9℄, L = L(�) must not bean ET0L language, thus, the statement holds.10



E. Csuhaj-Varj�u, J. Dassow, M. Holzer On A Competene Based Cooperation StrategyNow we prove that � generates in the max-mode of derivation L:The derivation starts with applying prodution S ! ASB of omponent P1 andontinues with applying this rule several times and ends with applying produtionS ! AB of this omponent. The sentential form we have yield is of the formAnBn for some n; n � 1: Then, omponents P2, P5;P7; or P4; P9 an ontinuethe derivation, sine they are of equal ompetene level on the string and the mostompetent ones. If P9 is applied, then trap symbol F will be introdued in thesentential form and we do not obtain a terminal word. If we apply P7, then all Bswill be hanged for C, and the next appliable omponent will be P9 and thus thederivation will end with a word ontaning the trap symbol, F .Suppose that the next omponent we apply is P2 (or P5). Then, the omponent�nishes its work with a string of the form An(B0b)n: The possible ontinuation anbe done by omponents P3 or P6 or by omponents P4 or P9. As in the previousase, we an exlude the appliation of P9: Suppose now that omponent P3 will beative, and the ative period of omponents P2 (or P5) and P3 (or P6) following eahother is repeated several times. Sine A is present in the sentential form, duringthis phase, by the former reasoning, we an exlude the appliation of omponentP7 for rewriting Bs. Then, a string of the form An(Bbr)n is obtained, where r > 1.Now the derivation is ontinued by omponent P4 (and not with P9), and the newstring will be of the form w1A1A2w2(Bbr)n; where w1w2 = An�1: At this point,P5 must ontinue the derivation, by rewriting all symbols from fA1; A2; Bg: Thisomponent will replae A1 with , A2 with  and all ourrenes of B with B0b. Untilthe sentential form ontains at least one symbol from fA1; A2; Bg; this omponentremains with the highest ompetene level among the grammars. Then, omponentsP3, P6; or omponents P4; P9 an follow. As in the previous ases, we annot hooseP9. If P4 is seleted, then, again, a letter A is hanged for A1 and A2, and thenomponent P6 must be ativated. Examining omponents P2; P3; P4; P5; and P6, wean see that their interplay leads to a sentential form of the form 2n(Bbs)n, wheres � n: The relation s � n follows from that the elimination of any letter A fromthe sentential form indues the introdution of at least n b-s in the sentential form.We should notie that the elimination of A-s from the sentential form an preedeor an be ombined with the inreasing of the letters b in the sentential form bythe work of omponents P2; P3; P5; and P6; that is, we ould hoose omponent P4instead of P2 to be ative at the beginning, for example, the result will be the same,the number s being the exponent of b-s in the generated terminal words will be atleast as big as the number n of the exponent of the subwords of the form (abs).Now, at some stage, either the B-s or the B0-s in the sentential form are hangedfor C by the ativity of P7 or P8, and then, the proedure is �nished by ompo-nent P9 that rewrites eah C onto a: But, P9 an be ative only in the last phaseof the derivation when no A is present in the sentential form. Otherwise, if someourrenes of A are found in the string, and the ative omponent is P9, then trapsymbol F is introdued in the sentential form. Thus, we obtain that the terminalwords whih an be generated by � are of the form 2n(abs)n; where s � n � 1:Hene, we proved the result.Obviously, any language generated by a CD grammar system working with themax-11



E. Csuhaj-Varj�u, J. Dassow, M. Holzer On A Competene Based Cooperation Strategymode of derivations is a reursively enumerable language, thus, it an be generatedby a programmed grammar with appearane heking and with �-rules. Further-more, for any ontext-free CD grammar system without �-rules and working inthe max-mode of derivation a simulating programmed grammar with appearaneheking and without �-rules an be found.Theorem 4.3 L(CDmax(CF; [�℄)) � L(PRa(CF; [�℄)):Proof. Let � = (N;T; P1; : : : ; Pm; S), m � 1; be a ontext-free CD grammar systemworking in the max-mode of derivations. To prove the statement, we onstrut aprogrammed grammar, G, with appearane heking suh that L(G) = L(�)ab holds,where a; b are terminal symbols of G not in N [T: Sine the programmed languageswith appearane heking are losed under right derivative (see [5℄), this assumptiondoes not mean the loss of the generality. In the onstrution of the simulatingprogrammed grammar G = (N 0; T [ fa; bg; P 0; S0); with appearane heking, weuse the following ideas. Suppose that N = fA1; : : : ; Ang; n � 1: At any step ofeah derivation in the CD grammar system �, we an represent the ourrene ofthe nonterminals of the system in the atual sentential form by an n-dimensionalvetor (X1; : : : ;Xn) where Xi = 1 if nonterminal Ai is present in the string andXi = 0 if the nonterminal does not our in it. Suppose now that a derivation stepwas suessfully performed by omponent Pj; for some j; 1 � j � m; in � on asentential form u and it resulted in sentential form v. Then, using the informationprovided by the above vetor and examining the produtions of the omponents, wean deide whih omponent an ontinue the derivation of v. By de�nition, this isPj if Pj is still is of the highest ompetene level on v among the omponents andit is another omponent, if Pj is not among the most ompetent grammars on v:These two dynamially hanging parameters, represented by nonterminals, namely,the nonterminal ourrene vetor and the reent omponent to be ativated, forman impliit regulation over the use of the produtions in �, whih an be used inthe simulation of the working of � by a programmed grammar with appearaneheking.The funtioning of the programmed grammarG is as follows: Until the derivationends by obtaining a terminal word, any sentential form derived by G is of the formu(X1; : : : ;Xn)Cj , where u is a string over (N[T ) and it is exatly the sentential formof � at the orresponding stage of the atual simulated derivation, (X1; : : : ;Xn) is anonterminal symbol of G representing the nonterminal ourrene vetor of � overu; and Cj, 1 � j � m; is a nonterminal symbol of G denoting that omponent Pj isative on u. Then, a prodution of Pj is tried to be applied to u: If the appliationis suessful, resulting in a string v; then the new nonterminal, orresponding tothe nonterminal ourrene vetor of v aording to � is going to be determined(the ourrene of eah symbol of N in the string is heked). Then, using theinformation provided by the nonterminal ourrene vetor of v and knowing whihwas the last ative omponent (letter Cj), the nonterminal (Ck) representing the nextomponent of � to be ativated in the simulated derivation will be determined. Afterthis, as previously, a prodution of this omponent is going to be performed, and the12



E. Csuhaj-Varj�u, J. Dassow, M. Holzer On A Competene Based Cooperation Strategyabove heking/seleting proedure will be repeated. If the hosen prodution of theative omponent grammar fails to be applied, another one is tried to be performed.The derivation suessfully ends if a nonterminal representing the ourrene vetorwith only 0 omponents is obtained. Then this nonterminal and nonterminal Ck;whih orresponds to the reently ative omponent, are replaed by letters a and b,respetively in the sentential form. If no further ative omponent an be found to anonterminal ourrene vetor, then the derivation ends without deriving a terminalword, and this holds for the simulating grammar G as well. By this explanation,we an see that terminal words of G are of the form wab, where the words w areexatly the terminal words of �:Now we onstrut grammar G. For legibility, we give the produtions togetherwith some explanations. The set of nonterminals an easily determined by theserules. To help the reader in following the onstrution, we use labels whih provideinformation on the role of the produtions. By de�nition, produtions are uniquelylabelled by di�erent labels; for a set of produtions P � P 0, we denote by Lab(P )the set of labels of its produtions. Moreover, without loss of the generality, we mayassume that A1 = S and there is at least one omponent of � whih has a produtionwith S on its left-hand side. Now, prodution set P 0 is given as follows. It is thedisjoint union of prodution sets Pini[Pexe[Ptest[Pvetor�id[Pat[Pfinish; wherethe di�erent subsets are de�ned in the following way.� First, we have prodution set Pini with produtions of the form(inii : S0 ! S(1; 0; : : : ; 0)Ci; Lab(Pi); ;); for any k; 1 � k � m; where Pi has aprodution of the form S ! �; for some � 2 (N [ T )�:� Then, for any prodution p : A! � in Pi; 1 � i � m; P 0 ontains a produtionof the following form, whih, together, determine prodution set Pexe. Theseprodutions are of the form(p : A! �; ftest1g; Lab(Pi)), where test1 is the label of a prodution.Prodution p : A ! � of Pi is tried to be applied (supposing that Pi wasthe ative omponent), and if the appliation was suessful, then the newsentential form is to be tested aording to the ourrene of the nonterminalsin N . If the appliation of p failed, then another prodution of Pi is tried tobe performed.� For i = 1; : : : ; n� 1 let(testi : Ai ! Ai; [Ai = 1℄; [Ai = 0℄), where([Ai = 1℄ : (X1; : : : ;Xi; : : : Xn)! (X1; : : : ; 1; : : : ;Xn); testi+1; ;) and([Ai = 0℄ : (X1; : : : ;Xi; : : : Xn)! (X1; : : : ; 0; : : : ;Xn); testi+1; ;).Moreover, let(testn : An ! An; [An = 1℄; [An = 0℄), where([An = 1℄ : (X1; : : : ;Xn)! (X1; : : : ; 1); Lab(Pvetor�id); ;) and([An = 0℄ : (X1; : : : ;Xn)! (X1; : : : ; 0); Lab(Pvetor�id); ;).13



E. Csuhaj-Varj�u, J. Dassow, M. Holzer On A Competene Based Cooperation StrategyThese produtions form prodution set Ptest and they are for heking whetheror not Ai, with 1 � i � n; appears in the sentential form, and rewrite the non-terminal representing the urrent nonterminal ourrene vetor, (X1; : : : ;Xn);by modifying Xi to 1 or 0, aording to the result of the hek. After testingthe appearane of the last nonterminal, An, the proedure ontinues by simu-lating how the next omponent grammar in � to be ativated is determined,that is, whih of the most ompetent grammars will ontinue the derivation (ifsuh one exists). The simulating derivation in G will ontinue by a produtionfrom a set of rules Pvetor�id.Rules fr1; : : : ; r2ng form the prodution set Pvetor�id and they are for identify-ing the nonterminal that was determined above, aording to the nonterminalourrene vetor of the new string in �. Eah rule in Pvetor�id identi�es avetor vk = (X(k)1 ; : : : ;X(k)n ); X(k)i 2 f1; 0g; 1 � i � n; 1 � k � 2n: For vetorsbeing di�erent from the zero vetor, that is, from the vetor having 0 at eahposition, eah rule is of the form(rk : (X(k)1 ; : : : ;X(k)n ) ! (X(k)1 ; : : : ;X(k)n ); Lab(Patrk ); Lab(Pvetor�id)), 2 �k � 2n:The number of vetors is 2n, sine there are 2n di�erent ombinations of 1 and0 at n positions. We suppose that the zero vetor is labelled by v1 and theorresponding rule is labelled by r1:That is, the prodution tries to verify the nonterminal representing the non-terminal ourrene vetor of the atual string in the simulated derivation. Ifthe hek is suessful, then the proedure follows with simulating the hoieof the next ative grammar (the derivation ontinues at some prodution ofPatrk ) , if the hek fails, the appearane of another nonterminal is tried tobe veri�ed.For the zero vetor, v1, we have prodution set Pfinish with produtions(r1 : (0; : : : ; 0)! (0; : : : ; 0); ffinish1g; Lab(Pvetor�id)),where the orresponding rules are(finish1 : (0; : : : ; 0)! a; Lab(Pfin); ;) andPfin onsists of the rules(finj : Cj ! b; ;; Lab(Pfin)); for 1 � j � m:That is, if no nonterminal from N is found in the sentential form, then thenonterminal representing v1 and the nonterminal Cj , being present in thesentential form and representing the last ative omponent are rewritten ontoa and b, respetively. Thus, a terminal word is derived.Now let us return to the simulation of determining the next ative omponentin the derivation in �:� This is done by produtions in Patrk , de�ned as follows. For eah nonterminalrepresenting a nonterminal ourrene vetor vk, 2 � k � 2n; de�ned above,we de�ne At(vk) as the set of omponents of � whih are of the highest14



E. Csuhaj-Varj�u, J. Dassow, M. Holzer On A Competene Based Cooperation Strategyompetene level, among the grammars, on the longest pre�xes over (N [ T �)of the sentential forms whih have nonterminal ourrene vetor vk. Now, foreah vk with At(vk) 6= ; we have produtions in Patrk of the form(qj;k : Cj ! Cl; Lab(Pk); Lab(Patrk )); for Pj =2 At(vk); Pl 2 At(vk); 1 �j; l � n; and,(qj;j : Cj ! Cj; Lab(Pj); Lab(Patrk )); for Pj 2 At(vk); 1 � j � n:That is, if the simulated omponent remains of the highest ompetene level, itwill ontinue the derivation, but if it has lost this property, another grammarwill start with the generation.For vk 6= v1 with At(vk) = ;, that is, when the sentential form still ontainsnonterminals from N but there is no grammar whih is able to ontinue thederivation, we have produtions(tj : Cj ! F; ;; ;); where F is a new nonterminal, alled a trap symbol. In thisase the derivation will abnormally terminate, sine it annot be ontinuedand the sentential form is not a terminal word. The set of all produtions,whih are in some Patrk ; 2 � k � 2n; is denoted by Pat:Now we prove that any terminal word whih an be generated by � an also begenerated by G. Letd : S = w0 =)�Pj1 w1 =)�Pj2 : : : =)�Pjr�1 wr =)�Pjr wr+1 = w;r � 0; w 2 T �; wi 2 (N [ T )�; 0 � i � r, and j1; : : : ; jr 2 f1; : : : ; ng be a max-derivation in �:Moreover, let wi = wi;0 =) wi;1 =) : : : wi;si = wi+1; 1 � i � r; si � 1:Then a prodution of the form (inii : S0 ! S(1; 0; : : : ; 0)Cj1 ; Lab(Pj1); ;) must befound in this prodution set, by the de�nition of Pini, to indiate that the simulationof derivation d begins.Then, the derivation in G ontinues by repeating the next sequene of pro-dutions as follows: for i = 0 to i = r and for k = 0 to k = si the followingproedure is exeuted: �rst, prodution pi;k, whih is applied in the derivation stepwi;k =) wi;k+1 by Pji , is performed aording to Pexe, and then produtions of Ptestare applied. This results in heking whih nonterminals our in wi;k+1: Then, theproedure ontinues at Pvetor�id, and results in identifying the orresponding non-terminal ourrene vetor. Then, the derivation ontinues at prodution set Pat.If that prodution is applied whih is onstruted aording to the nonterminal o-urrene vetor in wi;k+1; then nonterminal Cji is updated, and either it remainsunhanged, or, in the ase of wi;si , it is hanged to Cji+1 : Then, the derivation on-tinues again at prodution set Pexe with a rule with ore prodution either from Pjior Pji+1 , depending on the result of the previous step.Then the proedure is repeated, as many times as it is neessary. Sine thederivation in � ends with a terminal word, a nonterminal ourrene (0; : : : ; 0) inthe generated sentential form in G is guaranteed. Thus, the derivation in G alsowill terminate suessfully by applying produtions of Pfinish: By the onstrutionof the prodution sets of G we an see that any terminal word of � an be generated15



E. Csuhaj-Varj�u, J. Dassow, M. Holzer On A Competene Based Cooperation Strategyin G as the longest pre�x of a terminal word over (N [ T )� and not more. More-over, it also an be seen that if � does not ontain �-rules, then G does not ontainany �-rule either. By the property that the programmed languages with appearaneheking are losed under right derivative, L(�) 2 L(PRa(CF; [�℄)) holds. If � doesnot ontain �-rules, then L(�) 2 L(PRa(CF )) holds. Hene the result follows.It is an open problem whether or not the lass of languages determined by theontext-free CD grammar systems working in the max-mode of derivation is stritlyinluded in the lass of programmed grammars with appearane heking. The fol-lowing statement demonstrates that if we restrit the lass of CD grammar systemsworking in the max-mode of derivation to the sublass of these systems with �-nite index, then the generated language lass is exatly the lass of languages ofprogrammed grammars with �nite index.Theorem 4.4 Lfin(CDmax(CF; [�℄)) = Lfin(PR(CF )):Proof. Inlusion Lfin(CDmax(CF; [�℄)) � Lfin(PR(CF )) follows from the previousstatement and its proof.To show that the equality holds, now we prove that for any programmed grammarG = (N;T; P; S) with �nite index we an onstrut a ontext-free CD grammarsystem � = (N 0; T; P1; : : : ; Pn; S0); n � 1; suh that Lmax(�) = L(G) holds and �is of �nite index under the max-mode of derivation. Let N = fA1; : : : ; Asg; s � 1;and let us assume that A1 = S:Sine G is of �nite index, therefore we an list all sets of its nonterminals C =fAj1 ; : : : ; Ajlg; 1 � l � Ind(G) whih represent a set of nonterminal ourrenesin a sentential form appearing in a derivation in G: By [5℄, Lemma 3.1.4, pp. 155,we know that for eah matrix and thus, for any programmed grammar with �niteindex an equivalent grammar of the same type an be onstruted where all thenonterminal ourrenes in any sentential form are pairwise di�erent. Let us denoteby No(G) the set of these sets of nonterminal ourrenes, and let us denote byC1 = fSg: Let Lab(P ) be the set of labels of produtions of G: Let � have eahnonterminal of G as a nonterminal symbol and some further new nonterminal letters.Now for any nonterminal Ai of G, with 1 � i � n; and prodution of the form (p :Ai ! �; �(p)); with � 2 (N [T )�, and for any C 2 No(G) with Ai 2 C let (Ai; pC)be a new symbol, a new nonterminal of �, not in (N [ T ): These nonterminals willrefer to the ase when prodution (p : Ai ! �; �(p)) is applied to a sentential formof G with a set of nonterminal ourrenes C: Moreover, for any letter p 2 Lab(G);and C 2 No(G) let us introdue new symbols pC and (pC)0 whih are not in (N[T )and they are di�erent from the new letters (Ai; pC); de�ned above. Furthermore, letp0; Y; F be further new nonterminals. Symbol p0 helps in initializing the simulationof the derivation of G in �; Y is an auxiliary symbol, and F is a trap symbol playingrole in �nishing the derivation in �:Now we shall onstrut the CD grammar system �: For legibility, we list onlythe omponents of the system.For any nonterminal Ai; 1 � i � n; in G and for any prodution of the form(p : Ai ! �; �(p)) in P; for any C 2 No(G), where C = fAj1 ; : : : ; AjCg; jC �16



E. Csuhaj-Varj�u, J. Dassow, M. Holzer On A Competene Based Cooperation Strategy1; with Ai 2 C; and for any q 2 �(p); CD grammar system � has omponentsPp;C;q;1; Pp;C;q;2, Pp;C;q;3; and Pp;C;q;4; de�ned as follows: Pp;C;q;1 has the followingprodutions: pC ! pC ; Ajk ! Ajk ; for 1 � i 6= jk � n; and Ai ! (Ai; pC);Y ! �, moreover, we add X ! F for any other nonterminal letters of � not infpC ; Y; (Ai; pC)g [ C:This omponent indiates that the appliation of prodution p is planned to asentential form with nonterminal ourrene set C. Moreover, it removes the possibleappearane of auxiliary symbol Y from the sentential form and thus �nishes thesimulation of the prodution applied before p.Let Pp;C;q;2 be de�ned with the following produtions: pC ! (qD)0; where D 2No(G) and D is the set of nonterminals ourring in the sentential form of Gobtained from C after applying prodution p and q 2 Lab(p), and prodution qan be applied for a sentential form with nonterminal ourrene set D. Moreoverlet Pp;C;q;2 ontain also produtions Ajk ! Ajk ; 1 � jk 6= i � n; and (Ai; p) !(Ai; pC):This omponent indiates whih prodution is intended to be applied after p.Let Pp;C;q;3 given with the following produtions: (qD)0 ! (qD)0; Ajk ! Ajk ;1 � jk 6= i � n; and (Ai; pC)! �Y:This omponent starts simulating the appliation of rule p and indiates that weintend to ontinue the omputation by applying prodution q to a sentential formwith nonterminal ourrene set D:Moreover, letPp;C;q;4 given with the following produtions: (qD)0 ! qD; Ajk ! Ajk ; 1 � jk 6=i � n; and Y ! Y:This omponent makes sure that prodution q is intended to be applied.To start with the simulation of the derivations of G by derivations in � thefollowing omponent of � is de�ned.Let r1; : : : ; rl be the set of labels of produtions inG that are for rewriting symbolS, that is, let (rj : A1 = S ! �j ; �(rj)); 1 � j � l: Then we add omponent P0 withthe following rules: p0 ! rC1j SY; for any rule rj de�ned above.We also need omponents for �nishing the derivations.For eah nonterminal pC with p 2 Lab(G) and C 2 No(G) we de�ne omponentP finp;C with the produtionspC ! �; Y ! �, Ai ! F; 1 � i � n:Furthermore let S0 = p0:Now we prove that any derivation whih an be performed in G an be simulatedwith a derivation in � and reversely. To show this, we examine the derivation in �:It is obvious that any derivation in � starts with the funtioning of omponentP0: Then, after applying a rule, the sentential form is of the form rC1j A1 = rfSgj SY;that is, it is of the form pCu; where p 2 Lab(P ); C 2 No(G), and u 2 (N [fY gT )�with at least one ourrene of Y and exatly one ourrene of a nonterminal of Gin u. Moreover, (p : Ai ! �; �(p)) is a rule in P and Ai 2 C:Now, let us suppose that the sentential form in � is exatly in the form pCu;like above, and suppose that at this step of the derivation a new omponent has tostart its work. Let us examine the omponents of �: The only omponents whih17



E. Csuhaj-Varj�u, J. Dassow, M. Holzer On A Competene Based Cooperation Strategyare able to ontinue without introduing trap symbol F into the sentential formare that ones whih are able to rewrite every nonterminal in the sentential formu and the marker nonterminal pC , or the orresponding omponent that belongsto the group of omponents de�ned for �nishing the derivation, but this ase wewill disuss later. Let us suppose now that the derivation will be ontinued. Then asuessful ontinuation without an ourrene of the trap symbol is only possible if Cis exatly the set of nonterminals ourring in u. Notie that by the onstrution ofthe omponent triples Pp;C;q;i; i = 1; 2; 3; if the marker nonterminal in the sententialform is pC , then every nonterminal letter in C appears in the sentential form andonly these nonterminals appear in it. Moreover, omponent Pq;D;r;1, for some rule r,exists only if the letter rewritten by q is inD: Now, let us suppose that the derivationan be ontinued and let Pp;C;q;1 be the prodution set to be ativated. (We guessthat the next prodution to be applied is q, that is q 2 �(p):) Now, the omponentrewrites nonterminal Ai to nonterminal (Ai; pC) and then it looses property being amost ompetent one. The next omponent whih is able to ontinue the derivationis Pp;C;q;2. This omponent rewrites symbol pC to symbol (qD)0, indiating that thenext prodution to be applied is hosen as q and the set of nonterminal ourrenesof the sentential form obtained from u by applying p is the set D: After applying theprodution, omponent Pp;C;q;2 is not the most ompetent omponent anymore, so anew omponent must ontinue the derivation. The only omponent for this purposeis Pp;C;q;3, whih rewrites (Ai; pC) to �Y: Then, this omponent looses the propertybeing the most ompetent grammar and sine Pp;C;q;4 is more ompetent than thisone, it ontinues the derivation. Thus, we obtained a sentential form of the formqDv; where v has exatly one ourrene of Y , exatly as as pCu: It is also easy tosee that the funtioning of the omponents simulated the appliation of produtionp to sentential form u in G: If the set of nonterminals in D is not equal to the setof nonterminals of G whih appear in v or nonterminal Aj; with (q : Aj ! �; �(q))does not appear in v, then the next omponent will introdue trap symbol F andthe derivation will never terminate with a terminal word. Thus, no derivation in �an our whih does not orrespond to a orret derivation of G.Finally, we have to �nish the derivation and remove marker nonterminals pC .This is possible with ativating the orresponding member of the group of ompo-nents, P finp;C : This omponent removes the marker symbol pC and symbol Y withoutintroduing the trap symbol, F , if and only if pC is the only nonterminal in thesentential form.From the above explanations we an see that the terminating derivations of �simulate all terminating derivations of G and only that. Thus, Lmax(�) = L(G)holds. Moreover, � is with �nite index under the max-mode of derivation.Sine we have Lfin(CDmax(CF; [�℄)) = Lfin(PR(CF )) � Lfin(CDmax(CF; �)),we proved the equality.We obtain as orollary the following statement.Corollary 4.2 Lfin(CDmax(CF; �)) = Lfin(CDmax(CF ):18
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